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Mend telemedicine stock

What Special Treatments To Expect During Your Telemedicine Cardiology Visit If you have a heart condition or experience heart-related symptoms, it is important to get the care you need. Telemedicine, or virtual health visits, offers patients the additional option of consulting their doctor. Learn what to expect during a virtual visit with your cardiologist. Learn more Telemedicine, also known as telehealth, has
become a strong focus due to the onset of this year's novel coronavirus. This is a great time to consider investigating this rapidly growing area of health care. If you're ready to try this niche, Global X Telemedicine &amp;amp; The Digital Health ETF (NASDAQ:EDOC) can provide you with a good exposure to representative samples of high-quality telemedicine stocks. Source: fizkes/ShutterStock.com
InvestorPlace contributor Todd Shriber lists three of his health care stocks for health and safety reasons. Shriber's article is a must-read for anyone looking to expand ownership of their health care sector. Shriber points out that the two most famous names in telemedicine are Teladoc (NYSE:TDOC) and Teladoc's merged company Livongo Health (NASDAQ:LVGO). This raises the question of why potential
telehealth investors should not just buy TDOC shares. After all, Teladoc is the front-runner in the field. However, a strong argument can be made in favor of owning an EDOC ETF instead of just one telemedicine stock. Why Invest in Telemedicine Stocks? But first, it's important to understand why investors should consider telehealth stocks in the first place. Some traders may not even have heard of
telemedicine until 2020. With Covid-19, virtual health care delivery is more than just a trend. This is a legitimate health care modality because patents and health care practitioners seek to avoid face-to-face contact whenever it is feasible to do so. As evidence of this, Global X provides shocking statistics along with a good definition of telehealth work: Some U.S. healthcare providers report that telehealth
visits, defined as consultations in which patients connect with doctors via voice or video chat, have increased by 175x since the pandemic began. In addition, Global X reports projections that the market for telehealth technology and digital health will grow to more than $657 billion by 2026. Now, that's what I call a hyper-growth market. Right Sized ETFs Hopefully, you are now convinced that telemedicine is
an excellent niche market to invest in today. Next, we should consider the questions that stock voters might raise. Why not just buy Teladoc shares? InvestorPlace contributor Laura Hoy includes TDOC shares in her list of seven innovative stocks pushing our world forward, I can't blame anyone for wanting to take a position in Teladoc shares. However, there are some issues to be aware of. For one thing,
TDOC shares aren't cheap. On Oct 19, Teladoc Teladoc shares about $225 per share. That's not necessarily the right size for a smaller trading account. Plus, there may be concerns about TDOC stock valuations. The stock is much closer to a 52-week high of $253 than a 52-week low of $66.23. Meanwhile, the EDOC ETF can be owned on Oct 19 for just $17 and a change. In addition, its annual expense
ratio is 0.68%, which is not exorbitant. Cheap Price Diversification Perhaps more importantly, EDOC ETFs are not only affordable; it also offers portfolio diversification that you won't get from a single stock. Views on ownership of ETFs should convince you of this. Sure, you've got LVGO stock there, and it's connected to Teladoc. But you'll also find a variety of other telehealth names, including some lesser-
known names. Here's a sampling: Irhythm Technologies (NASDAQ:IRTC), which sells Nuance Communications (NASDAQ:NUAN) ambulatory electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring products, which specializes in conversational artificial intelligence (AI)sulet Corporation (NASDAQ:PODD) solutions, which develops Guardant Health (NASDAQ:GH) technology-enhanced insulin delivery systems, suppliers of
precision oncology products Some of the stocks chipped into the EDOC ETF are more expensive than others. However, it doesn't matter if you buy an ETF. Plus, your profits and losses won't depend too much on a particular company. In essence Given the tremendous growth potential of telehealth in the age of Covid-19, this is the ideal time to invest in telemedicine stocks. Fortunately, you don't have to
research and place your bets on individual shares. Instead, you simply buy and hold an EDOC ETF to participate in the telemedicine revolution. As of the date of publication, David Moadel does not have (directly or indirectly) any position in the securities mentioned in this article. Also today, you should judge by empirical antibiotics for fever neutropenia, home-based exercise is better than supervised
treadmill exercise for peripheral artery disease, and brain injury in sickle cells is more beneficial attention. Amazon AlexaApple PodcastsGoogle PodcastsSpotify I'll be honest. I'm a little hypochondria. Source: Shutterstock May not fit the clinical definition, but I never hesitate to go to the doctor or urgent care if I'm worried about something. I have been saying for some time that the way we visit the doctor is
dated. It's ready to be done in a new and innovative way. Who wants to sit in a waiting room crowded with people coughing at you? Who wants to take half a day off work just to be told to go home, take antibiotics on the way, and then rest? Just a few months ago, this was a typical doctor's visit. But the pandemic has highlighted this not ideal system, and we've already seen what is new normal.
Telemedicine. The ability to see your doctor via your phone or computer has always been convenient, but never so It's a hypergrowth mega-trend that I've been following for years, and it's garnered a lot of attention over the last few months. Even one of the largest and most important companies in the world quietly moved to telemedicine... It's no surprise that the pandemic has propelled the industry into the
spotlight. This gives us a glimpse of how technology will evolve in the future - from drone delivery to robotics to telemedicine. With the order to stay at home in places all over the world, we are getting used to doing more of the comfort of our own homes and going on as close an adventure as possible. And doctor visits are no exception. Longtime readers of MoneyWire know that I have been talking about
telemedicine for years. I recommend Teladoc (NYSE:TDOC) to my Investment Opportunity customers over two years ago, and we sit at a spectacular profit of 340%. If you haven't heard of teladoc yet, you will soon. It is the world's leading virtual healthcare provider. It dominates 75% of the market, offers more than 450 medical specialties, and completed 4.1 million visits worldwide in 2019. The company's
platform can handle 50,000 visits per day - 5X capacity by 2019. Plus, it can accommodate 100 million members, far more than the 36.7 million just last year. And this is just the beginning. According to Plushcare, the online concierge doctor service, 12 million virtual visits were made last year... but it only accounts for 2% of the total 600 million visits that can be overcome. Telehealth represents only 0.2% of
all medical claims filed in 2019. That leaves room for massive growth in the coming years. IBISWorld says the U.S. telemedicine market - everything from software to medical devices to hardware - should reach $2.6 billion in revenue. Meanwhile, Teladoc believes the total insurmountable market (TAM) in the U.S. is closer to $30 billion! COVID-19 has shifted this trend into overdrive. Judith Faulkner, CEO
of health care software and telemedicine provider Epic, said that the company has seen 50X-100X more video visits compared to the months before the pandemic. It's just great, Faulkner said. We see people go from 20 a week to 6,000 a week. At Sanford Health, one of the largest rural health care systems, more than 1,600 patients now use telemedicine per day compared with an average of 50 per day in
February. It's important to know that telemedicine doesn't just talk to your doctor on screen. Health professionals can also monitor their patients remotely. Faulkner believes this is another trend that will increase in the new normal. In fact, the Cleveland Clinic uses Epic software to continuously monitor corona virus patients after they are discharged. When the breakthrough As 5G launches - and opens up
huge investment opportunities - remote capabilities will evolve dramatically. Then there's Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL). One of the largest and most influential companies in the world has quietly moved into telemedicine. In fact, I am my Apple will be considered the first and most important healthcare company in the next 10 years. Apple's health care division is expected to generate $313 billion in revenue by
2027. A lot of this has to do with the popular Apple Watch. Its health tracking watch and features received FDA approval in 2018, and since then the device has been incorporated into health care plans and major medical facilities. I believe the Apple Watch will eventually turn into an early detection medical device that can pass important data on to your doctor. (Here again, 5G changes the game.) It can
already track your heart rate and perform an electrocardiogram, which will alert you if your heart rhythm is abnormal - potentially saving lives. I wear my Apple Watch every day. Virtual-ly Everywhere Over in China, telemedicine has become more prevalent in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic as well. Alibaba (NYSE:BABA) and Ping An Good Doctor have begun offering their telemedicine services for
free to encourage those with life-threatening and un-coronavirus-related illnesses to stay out of overcrowded hospitals and doctor's offices. His efforts were successful. Alibaba saw more than 400,000 patients from Hubei - the province whose capital is Wuhan, where the coronavirus originated - in just the first two days after offering its free service! Ping An has seen similar results, reporting a 10X increase
in the number of newly registered users. It's just a glimpse of what new normalcy looks like in many places around the world, including here in the United States. When states begin to reopen, people will remain hesitant to visit doctor's offices or hospitals. So instead of wearing their masks and gloves, they can relax on the couch and chat with their doctor on their phone or computer screen. It's as simple as
that! Telemedicine is also increasingly recognized by the insurance industry, which is critical to any health care breakthrough. Twenty-nine state Medicaid programs currently offer reimbursements for telemedicine - up from just seven in 2013. All of which points to massive growth in telemedicine in the coming years. It is only a matter of time before the preferred method for performing checks is virtual. No
more stuffy sitting rooms. No more excessive waiting times. And best of all, no more spreading germs. Teladoc is a great player, but I have my eye on other opportunities that come up as well. Matthew McCall left Wall Street to really help investors - by taking them to the biggest and most revolutionary trends in the world BEFORE anyone else. The power of being first gave Matt readers the opportunity to
bank +2,438% at Stamps.com (STMP), +1.523% in Ulta Beauty (ULTA) and +1.044% in (TSLA), just to name a few. Click here to see what Matt has up his sleeve now. Matt does not directly own the securities. Effect. Effect.
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